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Lesson 10: 

Experience Radiant Aliveness Every Day 

Devoted to living a balanced and moderate life (Brahmacharya), the scope of one’s life force 

becomes boundless.  - Sutra 2.38
1
 

 

After instructing us to live with kindness (ahimsa), truthfulness (satya), and generosity (asteya), 

Patanjali offers another key to abundant living—moderation. This spiritual law may come as a 

surprise regarding wealth and thriving. After all, most of what we see in the media equates 

wealth with a lavish lifestyle. But of course, that is about material wealth alone, not the depth and 

breadth of what makes a truly prosperous life. The core of our wealth is our health and our ability 

to abide in the soul, to live a soul-infused life, a life that is rich with an abundance of inspiration, 

energy, grace, and love. Sutra 2.38, with its emphasis on moderation, gives us the essential key. 

It can be interesting to step back from time to time to examine the culture we live in. Look at 

trends and what they reveal about both mass consciousness and the irrepressible yearnings of 

the individual soul. In my lifetime, one of the most interesting cultural phenomena I have 

observed is the way the outward search for joy—for radiant, abundant aliveness—has changed. 

There are different factors that influence national or international trends, many things that 

influence how we live and the choices we make, but always behind any of that is the desire for 

happiness. Everyone wants that. Everyone wants to avoid suffering and to be happy.  

Yoga philosophy shows us that what we are looking for is our own innate bliss, the soul’s pure joy 

of Self-knowledge. It is something we must find inwardly, not outwardly. Lost in the world of 

appearances and circumstances, forgetful of our essential nature, we are trying to get back to 

																																																													
1
 Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra version by Nischala Joy Devi, The Secret Power of Yoga (New York: Three Rivers Press, 2007) p. 
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our Self, to experience complete well-being. That is where the source of our true wealth is, but 

we get confused and look everywhere else for it. We can see this not only in our individual lives 

but in cultural trends.  

 

Look Around You 

When I was growing up in the 1950s and 1960s, it was the “boom” time after the second world 

war. For a growing middle class, the marks of prosperity were the ability to own a home in the 

suburbs, a big American car, and things—an abundance of things. Adults in my family were blue-

collar factory workers who moved up the American prosperity ladder, which included moving out 

of an inner-city home shared by many generations to a single-family home with a garage with 

two new cars in it. My brother and I each had our own room that included a closet filled with 

clothes and toys. We were privileged, of course, to have such an opportunity. Yet, it was obvious 

to me even as a child, that happiness did not come from things.  

In the following decades, American houses got bigger. The first home we were able to purchase 

for our small family was larger than the one my parents had. My parents moved to a much larger 

home in their retirement years, still chasing that dream. Everywhere I looked things were getting 

bigger! Houses, furniture, televisions, entertainment centers, even the dishes we bought were 

bigger. Some in my generation reacted to this cultural phenomenon of “more is better” by 

dropping out to live a “back to the land,” simple lifestyle. I tried that too—swinging from one 

extreme to the other. All the while, the trend toward more and more in our culture continued. 

Fast forward to more recent times when most communities have not one, but many, storage 

facilities. For what? Stuff. A natural result of wealth and happiness equated with things became 

more than we have room to contain. 
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What Now? 

What cultural trends can we observe today? Everyone is still looking for happiness. What can we 

notice about how we are looking? Are we still getting more and more things in our search? I 

would say yes, and no. There has also been a fascinating western cultural trend arising that 

equates wealth and happiness with space. First, it was the idea that wealth and abundance were 

measured by how much stuff we could buy, now it’s trending into how much spaciousness we 

have. We can witness the Zen-like trend of more open space in homes, empty shelves and 

countertops, and hotel rooms that include advertisements for purchasing their bed linens and 

furniture, so your home can look more spacious and serene. Once the trend was for hotels to look 

“homey.” Now we want our homes to look like a spa or a hotel? That’s so interesting to me! Books 

about simplicity and having less abound, including the best-selling title Spark Joy: An Illustrated 

Master Class on the Art of Organizing and Tidying Up by Marie Kondo which has now become a 

popular reality TV show. The premise of the book is that we should only have those things around 

us that “spark joy.” If we are not using things, or are indifferent to them, out they go. This trend 

has resulted in burgeoning donations to goodwill and other thrift stores in signature black 

garbage bags, almost more than they can manage.
2
  

Both trends—buying more and more or throwing out more and more—spring from the same 

deep desire. It is the desire for the joy that only the soul can bring, the life of radiant aliveness 

that is unburdened by either want of things or the weight of too much.  

Moderation to the Rescue 

One of the first things our spiritual practice reveals to us is that the peace, spaciousness, and 

abundant joy we seek is within us. We learn how to experience it through our meditation and 

																																																													
2
 All Things Considered, NPR, https://www.npr.org/2019/01/21/687255642/thrift-stores-say-theyre-swamped-with-

donations-after-tidying-up-with-marie-kond  accessed March 6, 2019.  
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contemplation. The practice referred to in sutra 2.38 as brahmacharya, is the cultivation of 

moderation that allows us to stay connected to our essential Self and to keep our energy 

abundant.  

Brahmacharya is traditionally translated as continence or chastity, and this sutra does offer us 

guidance against sexual excess or misconduct of any kind. Yet, moderation and right use of 

energy is not just guidance about sex. It’s about energy, our vital force of which sexual energy is a 

part. It tells us that the experience of abundant energy, wealth of energy, comes from conscious 

attention to our vital force or prana. Excess of any kind depletes vital force. It’s moderation that 

enhances it. Moderation in food, sex, sleep, work, exercise — all of it.  

 

Experience Boundless Energy  

As a spiritual practice, I like to think of the moderation signified by Brahmacharya as remaining 

energetically “full,” having a sense of radiant aliveness. We do this by monitoring what enhances 

our energy and what depletes it. Worry, talking, negative input such as an overdose of news 

stories or gossip, eating foods that are not health promoting and at inappropriate times (like 

before going to bed) are some of the ways we deplete our vital force. Meditation, uplifting 

conversation, modest amounts of nourishing food at appropriate times, time in nature, regular 

moderate exercise, devotional practices such as prayer or chanting, all enhance our energy. The 

main thing is to notice. Start tuning in to your energy level and when you feel it starting to wane, 

do what you can to attend to your well-being. Even if you are at work, just taking a meditative 

moment or a few yoga stretches can make a difference. Instead of working until we are depleted 

or engaging in the “shop ‘till you drop” mentality, yoga tells us to attend to our own energetic 

flow. Pause when a pause is needed. Rest when rest is needed. Move when it’s time to move.  

The literal translation of Brahmacharya is “walking with God.” Such an inspired description for a 

spiritually conscious, abundantly joyful, energetically full life experience. We can have that. All it 
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takes is the commitment to it and the willingness to attend to our own energy levels with loving 

care. Walk with God. Stay tuned to your own divine Self and boundless energy, flowing directly 

from the Source, will flow through your life.  

 

 

To support your practice, refer to: 

The Jewel of Abundance, Chapter Thirteen: Ten Prospering Promises, with specific focus on right 

use of vital force 

 

 


